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Abstract

Bubble nucleation is at the heart of magma ascent and degassing. Nucleation kinetics control how easily a magma exsolves its volatiles, and thereby its explosivity close to the surface. Homogeneous nucleation (i.e. without assistance from crystal substrates or other phases) often requires attainment of large supersaturation pressures ($\Delta P_N > 100$ MPa, the change in pressure required for onset of nucleation), while heterogeneous nucleation on pre-existing crystals can occur at significantly lower values ($\Delta P_N < 50$ MPa). Experiments have shown that both nucleation mechanisms are viable in the laboratory. The extent, however, to which one or the other nucleation mechanism dominates in nature is still unresolved. Yet, this distinction is fundamental for applications that employ nucleation theory and its derivatives. The classical nucleation theory allows calculations of nucleation rates in silicate melts, or conversely, yields valuable estimates of supersaturation pressures $\Delta P_N$ given experimental constraints on pressure conditions at the onset of nucleation. Decompression-rate meters (e.g. Toramaru, 2006) also relate the number density of bubbles in pyroclasts – a readily obtained textural characteristic – to rates of pressure change ($dP/dt$) during ascent. All these treatments require an explicit or implicit decision as to whether magma degassing was dominated by homogeneous or heterogeneous nucleation, which is guided by the choice of surface tension values. This contribution exploits the current textural datasets available for eruptions involving a variety of magma compositions to test the assumptions that homogeneous and/or heterogeneous nucleation dominate bubble vesiculation in natural melts. The comparison between pyroclast textures and those obtained via decompression experiments in the laboratory indicates that supersaturation pressures and decompression rates required for homogeneous nucleation are unrealistically high for natural magmas. I review the arguments for and against homogenous nucleation, and defend the alternate view that heterogeneous nucleation may dominate in all magma types, including rhyolites. In order to solve this central debate, our focus needs to be shifted towards understanding the pre-decompression phase equilibria and textural characteristics of magnetite in addition to the state of the melt structure.
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1. Background on bubble nucleation in silicate melts

Volatile exsolution is perhaps the most important phase transformation occurring in silicate melts as they migrate towards the surface. As volatiles (particularly H₂O, CO₂, SO₄) are converted into a separate vapor phase, they greatly increase the capacity for magma ascent towards the surface by imparting higher buoyancies, and their expansion can result in significant overpressure. Thus, the processes governing volatile exsolution and outgassing, and particularly the timing of initial vapor phase nucleation with respect to depth in the conduit, effectively dictate a magma’s explosive potential. H₂O is the most soluble and the volatile exsolution and outgassing, and particularly the timing of initial H₂O concentration of water molecules per volume melt, can be generally linked with high initial H₂O content (e.g. Etna 122 BCE, Del Carlo and Pompilio, 2004; Fontana Masaya 60 ka, Wehrmann et al., 2006; Mount St Helens 1980 CE, Blondy et al., 2008; Quilotoa 1280 CE, Stewart and Castro, 2016; Vesuvius 79 CE, Cioni, 2000; Santorini 3.6 ka, Druitt et al., 2016).

Our understanding of the solubility and mobility of water in silicate melts has improved remarkably owing to extensive suites of experimental studies (e.g. Liu et al., 2005; Zhang et al., 2007; Zhang and Ni, 2010 and references therein). In parallel, series of laboratory vesiculation experiments performed using different magma compositions (ryholite, e.g. Hurwitz and Navon, 1994; Mangan and Sisson, 2000; Mourtada-Bonnefoi and Laporte, 2004; dacite, e.g. Mangan et al., 2004, Gardner and Ketcham, 2011; phonolite, Larsen and Gardiner, 2004, 2008, Shea et al., 2010a; Marxer et al., 2015; andesite, e.g. Fiege et al., 2014; basalt, Pichavant et al., 2013, Le Gall and Pichavant, 2016a, 2016b) have shed light on the mechanics and kinetics of degassing. In these experiments, a decrease in pressure – the driving force for water exsolution – is achieved step-wise or continuously from an initial value \( \Delta P = P_{\text{initial}} - P \) at a given rate, leading to bubble nucleation, growth/expansion, and in some cases, coalescence and collapse.

Several important lessons were derived from these studies, which have direct bearing on the dynamics of explosive eruptions. I briefly review these points in the next sections, charting in each case some of our current shortcomings regarding bubble formation in magmas.

1.1. Starting is half the battle

Nucleation kinetics exert the dominant control on degassing efficiency in silicate melts. Experiments in which bubbles nucleate homogeneously often require attainment of large supersaturation pressures (\( \Delta P_b \)). Values of \( \Delta P_b \) necessary to trigger homogeneous nucleation in rhyolite melts often exceed 100 MPa (Mangan and Sisson, 2000; Mourtada-Bonnefoi and Laporte, 1999, 2002; Hamada et al., 2010; Gonnernann and Gardner, 2013). Over the relatively short timescales of magma ascent from their storage region to the surface, satisfying such supersaturation pressures may cause delays in homogeneous bubble nucleation. When nucleation finally occurs, degassing may occur at higher rates compared to an equilibrium scenario, in turn enhancing magma explosivity (Mangan and Sisson, 2000) (Fig. 1). In comparison, heterogeneous nucleation on pre-existing crystals, particularly Fe-Ti oxides, can occur at significantly lower \( \Delta P_b \) (often <50 MPa) (Hurwitz and Navon, 1994; Mangan et al., 2004; Larsen, 2008; Shea et al., 2010a). As a result, magmas that promote heterogeneous nucleation better track volatile solubility and degas along a path that is closer to equilibrium (Fig. 1). Crystal-poor rhyolite has been regarded as the epitome of homogeneous bubble nucleation, disequilibrium degassing and heightened explosivity, while other less viscous magmas (dacite, phonolite, basalt) are thought to more often foster heterogeneous nucleation with lower departures from equilibrium (Mangan et al., 2004; Larsen and Gardner, 2004; Larsen, 2008).

1.2. Surface tension is the key to bubble nucleation

According to classical theory (e.g. Hirth et al., 1970), the nucleation rate \( J \) for H₂O bubbles in a melt is expressed as:

\[
J = J_0 \exp \left( - \frac{16\pi \sigma^3}{3k_BT (P_b^0 - P_M)^2} \phi \right)
\]

(1)

where \( J_0 = \frac{2 \pi \sigma D_{H_2O} V_{H_2O}}{a_0^3} \sqrt{\frac{\sigma}{k_B T}} \) is the pre-exponential factor, \( a_0 \) is the concentration of water molecules per volume melt, \( D_{H_2O} \) is the diffusivity of H₂O at the bubble-melt interface, \( V_{H_2O} \) is the volume of a water molecule in the melt, \( a_0 \) is the distance between water molecules in the melt, \( \sigma \) is the melt-bubble interfacial energy (= surface tension for liquids, typically expressed in N m⁻¹) or the energy required to create and maintain an interface between the bubble and the melt, \( k_b \) the Boltzmann constant, \( T \) the temperature, \( P_b \) the internal pressure of the bubble nucleus, \( P_M \) the pressure in the surrounding melt, and \( \phi \) a geometrical term that defines the nucleation mechanism:

\[
\phi = \frac{(2 - \cos \theta)(1 + \cos \theta)^2}{4}
\]

(2)

For homogeneous nucleation \( \phi = 1 \), and for heterogeneous nucleation \( 0 < \phi < 1 \) (see Fig. 2). A number of parameters from the classical nucleation equation (Eq. (1)) are reasonably well constrained (\( D_{H_2O}, T, a_0, V_{H_2O}, P_b \), cf. Mourtada-Bonnefoi and Laporte, 2002; Cluzel et al., 2008; Gonnernann and Gardner, 2013) and the uncertainties associated are not overly important (Fig. 3). In stark contrast, surface tension is in practice difficult to measure, studies have generally resorted to two workarounds: (a) adopting surface tension values measured using a macroscopic version of the vapor-melt contact
The contact angle is also a function of crystal morphology, where sharp and acute crystal corners seem to reduce the macroscopic bubble-crystal contact, yielding not heterogeneous nucleation. Constraints on surface tension for homogeneous nucleation are currently most robust for a modified after Mangan and Sisson, 2000). Lower x-axis shows dissolved water content and upper x-axis the equivalent melt porosity. A water-saturated melt ascends from a storage region at ~250 MPa and either (1) starts to evolve early via heterogeneous nucleation and tracks a near-equilibrium path defined by solubility (orange), or (2) exsolves late through homogeneous nucleation after attaining large values of supersaturation (ΔPN), in which case non-equilibrium degassing ensues. The extent of this departure from equilibrium will depend on the decompression rates.

\[
\sigma_{\text{eff}} = \sigma_{\text{hom}} \sqrt{\varphi / \varphi_i}
\]

Note that \(\sigma_{\text{hom}}\) may be obtained in this fashion if robust estimates of \(\varphi\) can be made by measuring the contact angle. In practice, however, contact angle measurements are difficult, and inevitably performed on the macroscopic bubble-crystal contact, yielding not \(\sigma_{\text{hom}}\) but rather \(\sigma^*\) (e.g. Hurwitz and Navon, 1994; Mangan and Sisson, 2005; Larsen, 2008). The geometric factor has also been calculated using the approximation \(\Delta P_{\text{het}} / \Delta P_{\text{hom}} \approx \sqrt{\varphi / \varphi_i}\), where \(\Delta P_{\text{het}}\) and \(\Delta P_{\text{hom}}\) are the supersaturation pressures required for homogeneous and heterogeneous nucleation in a given set of experiments (Navon and Lyakhovsky, 1998). Existing estimates of contact angles increase in the order: feldspars (~20°, Hurwitz and Navon, 1994), pyroxenes (~40–60°, Larsen, 2008), hematite (~80–100°, Cluzel et al., 2008), magnetite (90–160°, Hurwitz and Navon, 1994; Mangan and Sisson, 2005) (Fig. 3b). The contact angle is also a function of crystal morphology, where sharp and acute crystal corners seem to reduce wetting of the melt on the mineral (Gardner and Denis, 2004; Cluzel et al., 2008). Clearly, Fe-Ti oxides, in particular magnetite/titanomagnetite (hereafter referred to as magnetite for simplification), are unrivaled in their ability to facilitate nucleation. Values of \(\Delta P_{\text{het}}\) in magnetite-bearing experiments are as low as 15 MPa (Hurwitz and Navon, 1994), or 10 times less than values of \(\Delta P_{\text{hom}}\) in similar rhyolite melts (e.g. Mourtada-Bonnefoi and Laporte, 2004).

Obtaining surface tension by solving the classical theory equation means that uncertainties in laboratory-derived experimental nucleation rates - and to a lesser extent \(D_{\text{het}}\) and \(P_d\) may all be compounded into a single “apparent” surface tension term (see Hamner, 2004 regarding the germane problem of deriving interfacial energy for crystal nucleation). Constraints on surface tension for homogeneous nucleation are currently most robust for a lack of physical measurements of contact angles, and are to date mostly inferred using Eq. (1) and experimental nucleation rates. Values of \(\sigma_{\text{het}}\) were found to range between 0.025 and 0.08 N m⁻¹ (Denis and Gardner, 2004; Mangan and Sisson, 2005; Cluzel et al., 2008; Shea et al., 2010a), with the lowest values corresponding to magnetite-bearing experiments.

1.3. Pyroclast bubble textures can be used to infer magma decompression rates

Toramaru (1989, 1995, 2006) developed a practical rate-meter guided by the classical nucleation theory that links the number density of bubbles per unit volume melt (\(N_b\)) in pyroclasts to rates of decompression \((dP/dt)\) during ascent. The model was calibrated using decompression experiments, and has been used to extract decompression rates for a number of eruptions (e.g. Soufrières Hills 1997 CE, Giachetti et al., 2010; Vesuvius 79 CE, Shea et al., 2011; Chaiten 2008 CE, Alfano et al., 2012; Novarupta 1919 CE, Gonnern and Houghton, 2012; Ruapehu 27 ka and 11 ka, Pardo et al., 2014; Etna 122 BCE and Green Tuff Pantelleria 46 ka, Campagnola et al., 2016). However, recent studies have identified some potential calibration issues with the Toramaru model (e.g. Fiege et al., 2014; Fiege and Cichy, 2015), but it is unclear to date whether these issues are inherent to the model or related to problems in the experimental studies used to test its reliability (or both). Popular user-friendly conduit flow software such as Conflow (Mastin and Ghiorso, 2000) have been recently modified to incorporate the decompression rate meter (Conforti15, Campagnola et al., 2016), which will likely promote more widespread usage and rigorous testing.

The inferences gained from classical nucleation theory, experimental studies and applications to natural samples have significantly improved our knowledge of bubble nucleation kinetics, and highlight the potential for recovering essential eruption parameters such as decompression rates. However, applying our experimental knowledge to natural systems is not straightforward, typically because a decision must be made whether magma degassing was dominated by homogeneous or heterogeneous nucleation. Most often, this choice is made based on the presence/absence of Fe-Ti oxides, and their number density/abundance. Accordingly, natural samples, particularly those formed of rhyolite glass in which Fe-Ti oxides are not visually obvious or abundant enough in thin section, are often assumed to have undergone homogeneous nucleation or a combination of both homogeneous and heterogeneous nucleation.

The present study exploits the increasingly large number of textural datasets available for eruptions involving various magma compositions to test the assumptions that homogeneous and/or heterogeneous nucleation dominate bubble vesiculation and degassing in natural melts. The textural data is utilized as output constraints to calculate nucleation pressures via the classical nucleation theory, as well as decompression rates using the Toramaru model. The arguments in favor and against
different nucleation mechanisms are subsequently discussed, as I examine the potential implications for magma ascent and degassing.

2. Methods

2.1. Eruptions investigated

The choice of eruptions considered for this study was based on the availability of (1) storage and eruption parameters such as mass eruption rate (MER), erupted volume $V$, magma temperature $T$, initial pressure $P_{init}$ and $H_2O$ content, and (2) textural parameters derived from the study of pyroclasts, particularly bubble number densities $N_V$. Since the analytical resolution and methodology used to derive bubble number densities are critical to make robust comparisons, I chose mostly eruptions for which $N_V$ was calculated based on 2D image analysis (e.g. Shea et al., 2010b), which is still currently unrivaled for spatial resolution, relatively inexpensive, and less subject to post acquisition image treatments compared to 3D (e.g. Giachetti et al., 2011). In the rest of this article, bubble number densities values reported have typically been corrected for vesicle volume (and in some cases phenocryst

![Fig. 2. "Influence" diagram for the main parameters involved in (a) nucleation and (b) decompression rate calculations using the classical nucleation theory (cf. Eq. (1)) and the Toramaru (2006) decompression rate meter (cf. Eq. (11)) respectively. The x-axis shows the estimated uncertainty as relative percentages, and the y-axis displays the influence of each variable on calculations of (a) nucleation rate (by dividing nucleation rate $J$, which is obtained after modifying a given variable by 10% of the reference value, by $J_{REF}$, the reference nucleation rate for the initial set of conditions*, and taking the log of the ratio) and (b) decompression rates (as percent deviation from the reference decompression rate $dP/dt_{REF}$). *Reference nucleation and decompression rates were calculated for a rhyolite melt assuming: initial pressure $P_{SAT} = 200$ MPa; melt temperature $T = 800$ °C; hydrous melt density $\rho_M = 2250$ kg m$^{-3}$; mole fraction water $X_{H_2O} = 0.06$; volume of water molecules in melt $V_{H_2O} = 3.48 \times 10^{-29}$ m$^{-3}$; bubble-melt surface tension $\sigma = 0.08$ N m$^{-1}$; and diffusivity of water $D_{H_2O} = 5.2 \times 10^{-11}$ m$^2$ s$^{-1}$.

![Fig. 3. The mechanics of heterogeneous nucleation. (a) The geometric term $\phi$ influences nucleation rate by reducing the surface tension term (cf. Eq. (1)). It depends entirely on the contact angle $\theta$ between the bubble interface and the solid (or more strictly the difference between the melt-solid and bubble-solid interfacial energies, $\sigma_{MS}$ and $\sigma_{BS}$). Higher angles are associated with poor wetting of the melt on the crystal, and reduce the energetic cost of nucleation ($\phi \rightarrow 0$ as $\theta \rightarrow 180^\circ$). (b) Different minerals favor different bubble-crystal-melt contact angles. Feldspar is not considered an effective nucleation surface, while magnetite is the mineral least wetted by melt (i.e. with highest contact angle), drastically reducing the supersaturation pressure required for bubble nucleation (here taken for illustrative purposes to be equal to $\Delta P_{N} = 100$ MPa under the assumption of homogeneous nucleation conditions).]
volume) in order to only account for their numeric abundance in the melt phase.

A total of 22 eruptions were found to meet the aforementioned selection criteria, and details on magma compositions and textural parameters can be found in the Supplementary material and in Table A1. The selection comprises eruptions involving:

- **Rhyolite melts** (n = 9): Askja 1875 CE (Iceland), Chaitén 2008 CE (Chile), Mt. Mazama 7.7 ka (USA), Mt. St. Helens 1980 CE (USA), Novarupta 1912 CE (USA), Mt. Pinatubo 1991 CE (Philippines), Quilotoa 1280 CE (Ecuador), Soufrière Hills 1997 CE (Montserrat), Taupo 181 CE (New Zealand). Note that while the bulk compositions of pyroclasts from several of these eruptions is andesitic or dacitic, the interstitial melt is always rhyolitic. Storage pressures vary from 60 to 260 MPa (2.8–6.9 wt% H₂O assuming water saturation conditions), magma temperatures from 780 to 1000 °C, and bubble number densities range between Nᵥ = 1.3 × 10⁵ and 3 × 10⁶ mm⁻³⁻. These eruptions encompass a variety of styles including Vulcanian, subplinian and Plinian.

- **Phonolitic-tephrophonolitic, and trachytic melts** (n = 4): Campanian Ignimbrite 39 ka (Italy), the Green Tuff 45 ka (Pantelleria), Mt. Vesuvius 79 CE and 512 CE (Italy), with storage pressures between 100 and 215 MPa, temperatures from 860 °C to 1200 °C, and Nᵥ = 0.2 × 10⁵ and 1.5 × 10⁶ mm⁻³⁻. These eruptions were subplinian to Plinian in style.

- **Basaltic and basaltic-andesitic melts** (n = 10): Villarica 2004 CE (Chile), Etna 122 BCE and Etna 2000 CE (Italy), Masaya Fontana 60 ka (Nicaragua), Kilauea Iki 1959 CE, Mauna Ulu 1969 CE, Pu‘u ‘O‘o 1983–1986 CE fire fountaining and effusive activity (Hawaii), and Tarawera 1886 CE (New Zealand). Three of these eruptions attained Plinian intensities (Etna 122 BCE, Tarawera, and Fontana), and the rest typically vary between mild Strombolian and Hawaiian activity. Two factors complicate pre-eruption pressure (Pₑ_sat) estimations for a number of these eruptions. (1) First, CO₂ in several instances (Etna 122 BCE, Kilauea Iki, Pu‘u ‘O‘o) cannot be neglected, and modifies initial storage pressures recovered from melt inclusion or phase equilibria work (Wallace and Anderson, 1998; Del Carlo and Pompilio, 2004; Tuohy et al., 2016). The effects of CO₂ on bubble nucleation are not yet well established, and this problem is discussed further in the text. For these eruptions, it was assumed that bubble nucleation behavior is controlled by H₂O. (2) Second, some eruptions involve open-system conduits where magmas reside at shallow depths prior to eruption (e.g. Etna 2000 CE, Stromboli 2002 CE, Villarica 2004 CE). When these open-system magmas undergo degeneration and fragmentation, they have already lost most of their initial CO₂, and have low water contents (H₂O ≤ 0.5 wt%, e.g. Witter et al., 2004; Métrich et al., 2010). For these eruptions, near surface, low initial pressures (1–10 MPa) were used in the nucleation models (see Table A1).

### 2.2. Supersaturation pressure and decompression rate calculations

#### 2.2.1. Calculation of supersaturation pressures

Supersaturation pressures ΔPₑ = Pₑ_sat − Pₑ for the initial onset of nucleation (note: Pₑ is nucleation pressure) were calculated using the classical nucleation theory (Eq. (1)). The parameters needed to obtain ΔPₑ from the CNT (Eq. (1)) are detailed in this section.

During decompression, the internal pressure in the critical nucleus Pₑ is not equal to the initial saturation pressure Pₑ_sat, and can be calculated at any given melt pressure Pₑ as (Czuel et al., 2008):

\[
\Gamma(Pₑ, T) Pₑ = \Gamma(Pₑ_sat, T) Pₑ_sat e^\left[\frac{\Delta U(Pₑ_sat) - \Delta U(Pₑ)}{R T}\right]
\]

where T is in Kelvins, P in Pa/MPa, \(\Gamma(Pₑ_sat, T)\) and \(\Gamma(Pₑ_sat, T)\) are ‘fugacity coefficients’ that depend on pressure and temperature, and which can be calculated using programs like Loner14 (Bakker, 2003), or from the

scripts given in the appendix of Holloway and Blank (1994) (provided here as the ‘fugacity’ Matlab script in the Supplementary material).

The volume of a water molecule \(V₉,H,O\) (m⁻³⁻) is independent of silicate melt composition and can be calculated following Ochs and Lange (1999):

\[
Vₑ,H,O = \frac{10^{-6}}{N₉} \times \frac{22.89 + 9.46 \times 10^{-3}(T - 726.85) - 3.15 \times 10^{-3}(P₉ - 0.1)}{D₉}
\]

where T is melt temperature in Kelvins, \(P₉\) melt pressure in MPa, and \(N₉\) is the Avogadro number.

The number of initial water molecules per unit volume \(n₀\) in Eq. (1) is:

\[
n₀ = N₉ Xₑ,H,O \frac{\rhoₖ}{Mₑ,H,O}
\]

where \(Xₑ,H,O\) the mass fraction of H₂O (molecular + hydroxyl) on a single oxygen basis (e.g. Zhang, 1999), \(\rhoₖ\) the melt density (kg m⁻³⁻), and \(Mₑ,H,O\) the molar mass of H₂O (kg mol⁻¹). Rigorously, \(Mₑ,H,O\) and not total water \(Xₑ,H,O\) should be used to derive \(n₀\) (e.g. Mourtada-Bonnefoi and Laporte, 2004; Czuel et al., 2008; Gardner and Ketcham, 2011; Preuss et al., 2016). This is, however, inconsequential to calculation of nucleation rates since higher \(n₀\) values resulting from the use of \(Xₑ,H,O\) instead of \(Xₑ,H,O\) are largely counterbalanced by the necessity to replace faster diffusivity values for molecular water \(Dₑ,H,O\) by slower diffusivity of total water \(Dₑ,H,O\) in Eq. (1).

The average distance between water molecules in the melt \(a₀\) (in m) is calculated from:

\[
a₀ = n₀^{-\frac{1}{3}}
\]

The diffusivity term for total water \(Dₑ,H,O\) varies as a function of magma composition, temperature, and H₂O concentration (and therefore on pressure via solubility relationships). Water solubilities were calculated from the models of Liu et al. (2005) (rhyolite), Zhang et al. (2007) (dacite and basalt), and Di Matteo et al. (2004) (trachyte). For phonolite melts, I found that a modified form of the Liu et al. (2005) equation best reproduced the existing experimental data of Larson (2008), Iacono Marziano et al. (2007), Carroll and Blank (1997), and Schmidt and Behrens (2008) for both Na and K phonolites:

\[
Cₑ,H₂O^{diff} = \frac{330Pₑ^{0.5} + 16Pₑ - 1.6Pₑ^{1.5}}{T} + 0.001Pₑ^{1.5}
\]

where \(Cₑ,H₂O^{diff}\) is total water concentration (wt%), \(Pₑ\) is in MPa and T is in Kelvins.

Diffusivities were obtained using Ni and Zhang (2008), Ni et al. (2009), Zhang et al. (2007), Fanara et al. (2012), and Schmidt et al. (2013) for rhyolite, dacite, basalt, trachyte and phonolite melts respectively.

Equipped with estimates of surface tension (see Section 2.2.2), Eqs. (4)–(8) were used as inputs for Eq. (1) to obtain nucleation rates \(f\) (m⁻³⁻ s⁻¹). Finally, to calculate \(\Delta ΔPₑ\), the supersaturation pressure required for nucleation, bubble number densities were computed by integrating nucleation rate through all decompression steps:

\[
Nᵥ(i) = \int t_i
\]

where \(t\) is decompression time (s) at step \(i\) and for a pressure increment \(\Delta P\), and is expressed as (e.g. Mourtada-Bonnefoi and Laporte, 2004):

\[
t_i = i \int \Delta P \frac{dP}{dt}
\]
arbitrary decompression rate of 0.1 MPa/s was chosen for all simulations. This choice has little influence on the supersaturation pressures calculated (Mourtada-Bonnefoi and Laporte, 2004). The supersaturation pressure required for nucleation $\Delta P_{N}$ can then be defined as the pressure $P_{N}$ at which $N \geq 1$ mm$^{-3}$, which can be considered a minimum bubble number density that could be resolved within an experimental charge or a thin section of a natural pumice (e.g. Cluzel et al., 2008).

Changing this ‘detection threshold’ by a factor of 10 only modifies calculated supersaturation pressures by 1–2 MPa. Finally, the saturation pressure $P_{SAT}$ required to compute $\Delta P_{N} = P_{SAT} - P_{N}$ is a known parameter for the eruptions investigated here and the experimental data (cf. Table A1).

At this stage, it is worth emphasizing that the nucleation rates obtained using the CNT are solely used to (1) back-calculate surface tension for experiments where the nucleation pressure $P_{N}$ is known, and (2) estimate nucleation pressures of natural magmas given reasonable values of surface tension. Nucleation rates and bubble number densities calculated using the CNT are not utilized for one-to-one textural comparisons with experimental and natural samples because they vary significantly within very narrow pressure ranges, and also depend on bubble growth dynamics once nucleation rates reach a certain value (Toramaru, 1995). Here, calculations stop when bubble number densities attain the inferred detection limit for petrographic observation ($N = 1$ mm$^{-3}$). The effects of diffusive bubble growth on modulating nucleation rates by reducing volatile supersaturation (e.g. Connermann and Houghton, 2012) can effectively be neglected at such low bubble number densities.

Decompression timescales required to increase $J$ by several orders of magnitude around $P_{N}$ are far shorter (order of seconds) than the timescales required for diffusion of water between bubbles at these low number densities (for a ~1 mm interbubble distance, diffusion times are in the order of minutes to hours for basalt and rhyolite at 800 °C and 1200 °C respectively, and 200 MPa). It should be noted that, if anything, reducing volatile supersaturation in the melt via bubble growth would require higher values of supersaturation pressure required to attain detectable $N_{i}$.

### 2.2.2. Calculation of decompression rates

The equation of Toramaru (2006) relates bubble number densities $N_{V}$ to decompression rate $dP/dt$ as follows:

$$N_{V} \approx 34h_{0} \left( \frac{16\pi \sigma^{2}}{3k_{B}T_{PSAT}} \right)^{1/3} \left( \frac{P_{SAT}k_{B}T_{H_{2}O}D_{H_{2}O}}{4\pi\alpha^{2}d^{2} \left( \frac{dP}{dt} \right)} \right)^{1/2} \tag{11}$$

The parameters used are the same as in Eq. (1). There is, however, a notable difference in the meaning of the diffusivity term $D_{H_{2}O}$ in the classical nucleation equation, the diffusivity term is sensu stricto the rate at which molecules can attach to the critical nucleus to form the interface, whereas in the Toramaru model, it has the meaning of bulk diffusivity in the melt. Although the two are approximated by the same term, on one hand it increases nucleation rates (Eq. (1)), while on the other it acts to decrease the number of bubbles nucleated (Eq. (11)). This is because the Toramaru model accounts for the fact that higher diffusivities favor migration of $H_{2}O$ into already existing neighboring bubbles, which is less energetically costly than forming new nuclei.

Values of $N_{0}$ from the available experimental data as well as the different eruptions examined were used as output constraints for decompression rates calculations. The saturation pressure $P_{SAT}$ is chosen to match the conditions inferred for each eruption (or those applied in experimental studies). Shea et al. (2011) argued that for eruptions where bubble nucleation was likely continuous during ascent (e.g., Vesuvius 79 CE), choosing pre-eruption storage pressure for $P_{SAT}$ in decompression rate calculations was not entirely realistic because the majority of the bubbles controlling $N_{0}$ values nucleate late during ascent (i.e. when pressures, $H_{2}O$ concentrations, and thereby diffusivities are all lower). The assumption that $P_{SAT}$ is the initial storage pressure is therefore more valid for eruptions where nucleation would have been delayed significantly, and high $H_{2}O$ maintained up to shallow levels (e.g. Mangan and Sisson, 2000). The inferred storage pressure was adopted as $P_{SAT}$ for all calculations despite these concerns, to (1) avoid circular reasoning by making inferences on how early or late degassing initiated during ascent, and (2) to maximize the potential for nucleation in cases where large (e.g. ≥ 100 MPa) supersaturation pressures might be required (e.g. Mourtada-Bonnefoi and Laporte, 2004). For each eruption, both homogeneous and heterogeneous nucleation assumptions were tested by using different values of surface tension (cf. next section).

#### 2.2.3. Choice of surface tension values

The choice of surface tension values for both homogeneous and heterogeneous nucleation was guided by existing experimental data. The only physical measurements of surface tension under different conditions of $P_{H_{2}O}$ and $T$ were made by Khitarov et al. (1979) and Bagdassarov et al. (2000) in basalt and rhyolite melt. The more extensive data of Bagdassarov et al. (2000) can be fitted by the empirical relation:

$$\sigma^{\alpha} = 0.175 \cdot \exp(-0.0025P_{H_{2}O}) + 7.3 \times 10^{-3}(T-1000) \tag{12}$$

![Fig. 4. Surface tension models tested in this contribution and their ability to reproduce experimental data. Values on the x-axis were calculated from experimental studies by solving the classical nucleation theory (Eq. (1)) for supersaturation pressures requested to initiate nucleation. Values on the y-axis are those calculated by an empirical model for macroscopic surface tension in rhyolite (crosses, Eq. (12)), a generic model for surface tension for homogeneous nucleation proposed in the text (colored symbols, Eq. (13)), and a constant value other = 0.025 N m$^{-1}$ (colored symbols with dot Eq. (14)). *Experimental data: rhyolite: Gardner et al. (1999); Mangan and Sisson (2000); Mourtada-Bonnefoi and Laporte (2004); Gardner and Denis (2004); Cluzel et al. (2008); Hamada et al. (2010); Gardner and Ketcham (2011); Gardner et al. (2013); Basalt: Gardner et al. 2013; Le Gall and Pichavant, 2016a, 2016b; Phonolite: Larsen and Gardner (2004); Iacono Marziano et al. (2007); Larsen (2008); Shea et al. (2010a); Gardner (2012); Gardner et al., 2013; Marxer et al., 2015. Trachyte: Gardner et al. (2013).]
with $P_0$ in MPa and $T$ in degrees Celsius. This form is slightly different from that of Bagdassarov et al. (2000) and provides a better fit to their $P_{SAT} > 0.1$ MPa experiments.

Other surface tension estimates are usually obtained by solving the classical nucleation theory (Eq. (1)) for an 'effective' value using the supersaturation pressure required for nucleation in decompression experiments, and/or using measured values of nucleation rate. Here, surface tension is calculated exclusively using supersaturation pressures observed within experiments, to avoid uncertainties inherent to nucleation rates and the choice of the time interval used for their derivation. Despite the abundance of surface tension estimates in the literature, they were entirely re-calculated for this work using the available experimental data, in order to avoid differences in the choice of parameter values (e.g. $D_{H,O}, V_{H,O}$, use of $P_0$ or $P_{SAT}$, etc.). The datasets in which the supersaturation pressure required for nucleation is available (or can be inferred) are reported in Supplementary Table A1 ($n = 18$ studies). The resulting values of surface tension for experiments in which homogeneous nucleation is assumed range between 0.045 and 0.083 N m\(^{-1}\), with lower values corresponding to basalts (e.g. Le Gall and Pichavant, 2016a, 2016b), and higher values to rhyolites (e.g. Mangan and Sisson, 2000). The values are lower in most cases than values that would be predicted from the pressure- and temperature-dependent empirical expression for $\sigma^*$ in rhyolite derived from Eq. (12), consistent with previous observations (e.g. Gommermann and Gardner, 2013; Colucci et al., 2016) (Fig. 4). Although the present calculations confirm that effective surface tension may depend on melt composition (e.g. Mangan and Sisson, 2005; Gardner and Ketcham, 2011), it should be noted that a different study involving a wide range in compositions (basaltic-andesite, dacite, rhyolite, trachyte and phonolite-phonolite) found little resolvable compositional dependence (Gardner et al., 2013). For the present work, surface tension was parameterized as a function of $P_{H,O}$, $T$, and melt composition, to fit the values compiled from the different experimental datasets, taking the form:

$$\sigma_{\text{hom}} = \sigma_{\text{ref}} \times \exp \left[ \frac{2.2 \times 10^{-2} \times (\text{SiO}_2 - \text{SiO}_2^\text{ref})}{T_{\text{ref}} - T} + 2 \times 10^{-5} (P_{\text{ref}} - P) \right]$$

(13)

where $\sigma_{\text{ref}}$, $T_{\text{ref}}$, $P_{\text{ref}}$, $\text{SiO}_2^\text{ref}$ are the surface tension, temperature, pressure, and $\text{SiO}_2$ content of a reference melt chosen here to take values $\sigma_{\text{ref}} = 0.06$ N m\(^{-1}\), $T_{\text{ref}} = 900^\circ C$, $P_{\text{ref}} = 200$ MPa, $\text{SiO}_2^\text{ref} = 66.5$ wt%. This empirical fit reproduces the data with an average difference of 0.0042 N m\(^{-1}\) if the Gardner et al. (2013) experiments are excluded, and of 0.0071 N m\(^{-1}\) if they are included (Fig. 4). The two different expressions for surface tension for homogeneous nucleation (composition-independent and composition-dependent Eqs. (12) and (13) respectively) were tested in this contribution.

Surface tension for heterogeneous nucleation is strongly controlled by the phase on which bubbles nucleate (Hurwitz and Navon, 1994; Gardner and Denis, 2004; Mangan and Sisson, 2005; Cluzel et al., 2008). For the models presented here, I assume this phase is magnetite, consistent with observations made in natural samples (Sable et al., 2009; Giachetti et al., 2010; Shea et al., 2010a, 2012; Colombier et al., 2017). Values of surface tension for heterogeneous nucleation on Fe-Ti oxides obtained here vary between 0.017 and 0.03 N m\(^{-1}\), with no obvious dependence on melt composition. A single average value was therefore chosen for all melts:

$$\sigma_{\text{hete}} = 0.025 \text{ N m}^{-1}$$

(14)

Results pertaining to calculations of supersaturation pressures and decompression rates that follow were thus derived using Eq. (12) or (13) for homogeneous nucleation, and Eq. (14) for heterogeneous nucleation.

### 3. Results

#### 3.1. Supersaturation pressures for bubble nucleation

The amount of decompression required to trigger bubble nucleation is predictably much higher for all eruptions when homogeneous nucleation is assumed compared to the heterogeneous case ($\Delta P_{PN}^\text{hom} \sim 40$–200 MPa and $\Delta P_{PN}^\text{het} \sim 15$–30 MPa, Fig. 5). To assess whether these supersaturation pressures are realistic, the values are compared to initial pre-eruptive pressures inferred for each eruption. In a way, these magma storage pressures should represent the maximum possible pressure ranges through which nucleation could have occurred. Supersaturation pressures calculated using surface tension values $\sigma^*$ corresponding to macroscopic measurements that are not composition dependent (Eq. (12)) are in most cases larger than the initial storage pressures inferred for most eruptions ($\Delta P_{PN}^\text{hom} = 180$–200 MPa). Values of $\Delta P_{PN}^\text{het}$ obtained from the composition-dependent expression (Eq. (13)) are comparatively lower (40–140 MPa), in several cases well below initial storage pressures inferred (Pinatubo 1991 CE, Mt. St Helens 1980 CE, Campagna Ignimbrite 39 ka, Etna 122 BCE, Vesuvius 79 CE), in other instances near or slightly below storage pressures (Chaiten 2008 CE, Taupo 181 CE, Crater Lake 7.7 ka, Quilotoa 1280 CE, Masaya 60 ka, Vesuvius 512 CE, Tarawera 1886 CE), with four eruptions yielding $\Delta P_{PN}^\text{het}$ equal to or above pre-eruptive pressures (Askja 1875 CE, Soufriere Hills 1997 CE, Novarupta 1912 CE, Pantelleria 45 ka). Because $\sigma^*$ depends on melt composition when Eq. (13) is used, supersaturation pressures for homogeneous nucleation follow the sequence $\Delta P_{PN}^\text{hom} > \Delta P_{PN}^\text{het}$.

In contrast, supersaturation pressures are invariably much lower than inferred pre-eruptive storage pressures under the heterogeneous nucleation assumption, typically accounting for 15–34% of the total allowable pressure (e.g. $\Delta P_{PN}^\text{het} = 38$ MPa for Mt. St Helens 1980 CE with an initial storage $P_{SAT} \sim 255$ MPa, or $\Delta P_{PN}^\text{het} = 17$ MPa for Fontana Lapilli 60 ka with pressure $P_{SAT} \sim 50$ MPa).

#### 3.2. Magma decompression rates

##### 3.2.1. How well does the Toramaru model perform?

Recent studies have identified some potential calibration issues with the Toramaru model (e.g. Fiege et al., 2014; Fiege and Cichy, 2015). Therefore, before applying the decompression rate meter to the eruptions selected here, the model was tested against existing experimental data for decompression of H$_2$O-saturated rhyolite, dacite, phonolite and basalt melts. The decompression rates imposed during the experiments were compared with values obtained using the Toramaru (2006) model using surface tension values obtained by solving Eq. (1) for supersaturation pressures (see Section 2.2.3). Experimental data available for basaltic compositions is currently sparse, and only the H$_2$O-saturated runs of Le Gall and Pichavant (2016a, 2016b) and Gardner et al. (2013) were included here.

Different decompression protocols have been used in experimental vesiculation studies. Single-step decompression approaches (SSD; e.g. Hurwitz and Navon, 1994; Mourtada-Bonnefoi and Laporte, 1999; Gardner and Denis, 2004; Gardner and Ketcham, 2011; Gardner et al., 2013) usually submit the charge to one short pressure drop, and quench the experiment after different dwell times at the final conditions. In multi-step (MSD; Larsen, 2008, Shea et al., 2010a, Cichy et al., 2011) and continuous (CD; Mangan and Sisson, 2000; Mourtada-Bonnefoi and Laporte, 2004; Mangan et al., 2004; Cluzel et al., 2008; Hamada et al., 2010; Fiege et al., 2014) decompression experiments, the runs are usually quenched as ‘snapshots’ at different final pressures. Each technique has its own sets of pros and cons, which are discussed elsewhere (e.g. Nowak et al., 2011; Marxer et al., 2015; Fiege and Cichy, 2015). Several types of starting materials are also used for decompression experiments: crushed/powdered glass or whole cylinders (e.g. Preuss et al., 2016), and some prefer superheated (i.e. melts brought to temperatures
well over the liquidus) starting material to render the charge initially more homogeneous, while others choose starting melts that have not undergone superliquidus treatments. The latter choice is likely important as superliquidus treatments are known to affect the pre-decompression melt structure (e.g. Hammer, 2008 and references therein).

Finally, experimental charges go through different textural characterization techniques, from measurements of 2D sections under the microscope or SEM with or without stereological conversions (Hurwitz and Navon, 1994; Larsen and Gardner, 2004; Shea et al., 2010b), to 3D characterization using x-ray tomography renderings (Gardner and Ketcham, 2011; Nowak et al., 2011; Le Gall and Pichavant, 2016a, 2016b). Clearly, a more rigorous test of the Toramaru model would ideally compare series of decomposition experiments performed in the same laboratory with the same protocol for preparing the starting material, for decompression, and for characterizing bubble number densities. The use of a single value for surface tension \( \sigma_{\text{surf}} = 0.025 \text{ N m}^{-1} \) for heterogeneous nucleation on magnetite independent of pressure and temperature effects or melt composition is also a simplification. Therefore, at present, the available experimental data can only provide a first order indication of how successful the model is at reproducing decomposition rates from BNDs.

Considering the numerous aforementioned sources of uncertainties, the current compilation shows a fairly good correspondence between calculated decomposition rates from Eq. (11) and those imposed in experiments (Fig. 6). Experiments performed using single-step decompression approaches correlate poorly with the Toramaru model, whereas continuous and multi-step decomposition procedures typically yield better matches (Fig. 6a). If SSD runs are excluded, the model performs best in the case of rhyolite, with most of the experimental decomposition rates reproduced within a factor of ~3, while there is significantly more scatter for melts of other compositions (Fig. 6b). There is no obvious indication that overestimates are more frequent than underestimates. As a whole, these results show that despite the significant uncertainty inherent to the experimental data available, decomposition rates appear to be reasonably well estimated by the Toramaru (2006) model.

3.2.2. Decompression rates of natural magmas

The decompression path of magmas towards the surface is likely non-linear (e.g., Neri et al., 2002; Su and Huber, 2017); therefore, decomposition rates calculated using total bubble number density will likely represent a near-maximum value attained during the eruption phase in which the pyroclasts were sampled (e.g. Shea et al., 2011).

Decompression rates calculated under the assumption of homogeneous nucleation with composition-dependent surface tension (Eq. (13)) vary between 5 and 57 MPa/s, and between 17 and 192 MPa/s using composition-independent surface tension values (Eq. (12)) (Fig. 5). Rates are much lower under the assumption of heterogeneous nucleation, with a range 1–7.8 MPa/s. There are no obvious differences in \( \frac{dP}{dt} \) between magmas of different compositions for eruptions of comparable intensities (e.g. Plinian eruptions such as Fontana 60 ka, Vesuvius 79 CE, Campanian Ignimbrite 39 ka, or Novarupta 1912 CE).

Independent estimates of decomposition rates relevant to explosive eruptions vary considerably (e.g. Rutherford, 2008 for a review) (Fig. 7). Rates inferred by comparing microlite textures with those derived from kinetic experiments range from ~0.0001–1.4 MPa/s (e.g. Geschwind and Rutherford, 1995; Couch et al., 2003; Castro and Gardner, 2008; Andrews, 2014; Szramek, 2016), similar to values obtained using diffusion rates of volatiles in melt embayments (0.001–1.6 MPa/s, Liu et al., 2007; Humphreys et al., 2008; Lloyd et al., 2014; Ferguson et al., 2016; Myers et al., 2016) and from modeling phenocryst breakage during ascent and vesiculation (Miwa and Geshi, 2012). Amphibole breakdown rims that form during magma decomposition give slightly lower decomposition rates (~0.0005–0.1 MPa/s, Rutherford and Hill, 1993; Rutherford and Devine, 2003; Nicolas and Rutherford, 2004). Conduit ascent and magma degassing models require higher decomposition rates (0.01–10 MPa/s) to adequately reproduce magma discharge
4. Discussion

This section first revisits the reasoning behind the common assumption that most crystal-poor magmas undergo homogeneous nucleation, underscoring that our arguments largely rely on the absence of magnetite. I then emphasize the strong possibility that the melt structure itself can play an important role in modifying nucleation behavior in experiments and in natural magma. The interpretation and use of the main textural characteristic resulting from the nucleation process (bubble number density) to recover key physical eruption parameters is subsequently discussed in light of the results presented above. Finally, I outline that highly explosive eruptions may not be necessarily synchronous with extreme levels of supersaturation and non-equilibrium degassing, and can just as well be fueled by magmas that undergo heterogeneous nucleation.

4.1. Arguments for and against homogeneous bubble nucleation: all about magnetite?

The importance of assuming homogeneous or heterogeneous bubble nucleation in the context of magma degassing cannot be overstated. The above results confirm previous inferences (e.g. Hurwitz and Navon, 1994; Cluzel et al., 2008; Fiege and Cichy, 2015) that the value adopted for surface tension exerts the major control on both supersaturation pressures needed for nucleation and decompression rates obtained from the number of bubbles that nucleated. Since ΔP and dp/dt govern the degassing style (equilibrium vs. non-equilibrium) and explosivity of magmas towards the surface, it is essential to revisit in detail the rationale for favoring homogeneous over heterogeneous nucleation.

By far the most widespread lines of reasoning in favor of homogeneous nucleation are (1) a visible lack of obvious microlites as nucleation sites, or (2) not enough of them to match bubble number densities and therefore control nucleation. These arguments have been used in the context of dacitic and rhyolitic eruptions because the pyroclasts produced are typically microlite-poor (Klug et al., 2002; Adams et al., 2006; Bouvet de Maisonneuve et al., 2009; Carey et al., 2009; Houghton et al., 2010; Gondé et al., 2011; Alfano et al., 2012; Gonnernmann and Houghton, 2012), as well as for scoria from basaltic Plinian eruptions (e.g. Costantini et al., 2010). In the framework of bubble nucleation, most microlite phases present within eruptions products (e.g. plagioclase, Na-K feldspar, clino/orthopyroxene, amphibole, olivine, feldspathoids) are unlikely to provide very efficient sites to lower interface energy (Fig. 3). Therefore, in the following discussion, magnetite is considered the only viable crystalline phase affecting nucleation behavior to a significant extent (e.g. Hurwitz and Navon, 1994; Cluzel et al., 2008).

The argument that oxides are completely lacking is usually based on whether initially present – is unlikely to survive and
may indeed be absent at the beginning of decomposition. In natural samples, however, Fe-Ti oxides are at least common as phenocryst or microphenocryst phases. In fact, they have been used for oxide thermo-oxysterometry for numerous eruptions involving rhyolite melt including Mt. Mazama 7.7 ka, Taupo 181 CE, Askja 1875 CE, Novarupta 1912 CE, Mt. St Helens 1980 CE, Pinatubo 1991 CE, Soufrière Hill 1997 CE, and Chaitén 2008 CE (e.g. Sigurdsson and Sparks, 1981; Bacon and Druitt, 1988; Rutherford and Hill, 1993; Sutton et al., 1995; Pallister et al., 1996; Hammer et al., 2002; Devine et al., 2003; Barker et al., 2014). Hence, magnetite is usually a stable phase prior to ascent of magmas that have been inferred to commonly foster homogeneous bubble nucleation.

The argument that the abundance or number of oxides is far lower than that of vesicles is also contentious because oxides are typically much smaller than bubbles and thus less likely to be intersected. To illustrate this problem, a volume of $240 \times 240 \times 240 \mu m^3$ containing three bubble populations with sizes of 10, 20, and 30 $\mu m$ and an oxide population $2 \mu m$ in size was created numerically. A total of $3500$ bubbles and the same number of oxides were distributed evenly in this volume so that $N_{\text{oxides}}/N_{\text{bubbles}} = 2.5 \times 10^5 \text{ mm}^{-3}$, and the volume was randomly sectioned (Fig. 8). In the example shown, a 2D image would display ~10–15 times fewer oxides than bubbles, and give areal number densities $N_{\text{oxides}} = 208 \text{ mm}^{-2}$ and $N_{\text{bubbles}} = 2900 \text{ mm}^{-2}$. This simple exercise highlights the well-known issue of intersection probability in the textural analysis literature (e.g. Saltikov, 1967; Cashman, 1990; Sahagian and Proussevitch, 1998). Therefore, having visibly fewer oxides in BSE images or even $30 \mu m$ thin sections does not preclude their presence in equal numbers in 3D.

Finally, studies have shown that magnetite populations can be present in sizes well below to the sub-micron range. Schlinger and Smith (1988), Schlinger et al. (1988) and Worm and Jackson (1999) used the superparamagnetic properties of <100 nm oxides to recover oxide size distributions in pyroclasts originating from different tuffs. They found that in glassy samples that had cooled more rapidly, most oxides were <20 nm in size. Mujin and Nakamura (2014) also report oxides down to ~20 nm in size within clasts from Vulcanian explosions in 2011 at Shinmoedake (Japan) with number densities far higher than any bubble number density measured in natural pumice. Thus, as previously suggested by Larsen (2008) it is possible that pyroclasts may contain a significant number of oxides that are simply too difficult to see by traditional observation. Whether such oxide nanolite populations form at depth or shortly before/after fragmentation is still unclear. Therefore, both documenting the presence and distribution of Fe-Ti oxides in pyroclasts and understanding their crystallization history relative to ascent and degassing are critical if we are to understand bubble nucleation processes in magma.

4.2. Potential effect of melt structure on nucleation

The exact influence of melt structure on the formation of critical clusters required for nucleation is physically poorly understood. Melt relaxation timescales calculated based on the Maxwell relationship $T_{\text{relax}} = \frac{\eta}{G_\infty} \mu m$ are extremely short, in the order of nanoseconds, and are often taken to represent the time necessary for organization of the melt structure (cf. Dingwell, 1995). If this were the case, the superliquidus treatment of a crystal-free melt (e.g. the extent and duration of superheating) should bear no influence on subsequent phase transition kinetics (e.g. Vetere et al., 2013). On the contrary, experimental studies of crystallization have repeatedly demonstrated that extensive superheating treatments tend to delay nucleation and thereby influence growth behavior (e.g. Walker et al., 1978; Donaldson, 1979; Sato, 1995; Pupier et al., 2008; Leonhardt et al., 2015). A number of experimental studies in silicate and ceramic melts also reported relaxation timescales orders of magnitude longer than those predicted by the Maxwell relationship (Levelut et al., 2006; Malfait and Halter, 2008; Fu et al., 2013). Therefore, some of the melt structuring process may take place at different length and timescales than those considered by current relaxation models.

Following the lessons largely learned so far from crystallization experiments, the structural state of the melt prior to decomposition may be just as important as Fe-Ti oxides in the context of bubble nucleation. Hurwitz and Navon (1994) noticed that even in experimental glasses virtually devoid of crystals or oxides, nucleation occurred heterogeneously. Either oxides were there but too small to be seen, or, alternatively, the presence of a pre-decomposition melt structure played an important role during nucleation. Gardner et al. (1999) also found that nucleation behavior depended on how long the melts were hydrated at the initial conditions under superliquidus conditions. Rhyolite melts that had dwelled for 3 days at the starting pressure appeared to nucleate heterogeneously, whereas those left for longer periods seemed to nucleate homogeneously (Fe-Ti oxides were not detected in those charges). Presumably, the longer superliquidus treatment served to eliminate the pre-existing melt structure and/or any sub-visible Fe-Ti oxides. In practice, this problem is well-known to experimentalists, who use superheating treatments to anneal any potential heterogeneities and favor homogeneous nucleation (e.g. Mangan and Sisson, 2000; Mourtada-Bonnefoi and Laporte, 2004; Iacono Marziano et al., 2007; Cicchy et al., 2011). While such procedures are essential to adequately investigate the physics of homogeneous nucleation, natural melts unlikely experience such superliquidus treatments (i.e., superheating of ~150–200 °C above the liquidus). Therefore, the direct transferability of homogeneous nucleation experiments to magma ascent during natural eruptions may be limited, and there is a pressing need to examine the specific role of melt structure on bubble nucleation.

4.3. Applications of nucleation models to natural magmas: the meaning and use of bubble number density

Bubble number densities measured in natural pyroclasts are often plotted against parameters such as melt $SiO_2$ or proxies for intensity
such as eruption column height, or magma discharge rate in to test for possible correlations (e.g., Sable et al., 2006; Toramaru, 2006; Gurioli et al., 2008; Houghton et al., 2010; Rust and Cashman, 2011; Alfano et al., 2012; Pardo et al., 2014; Cashman and Mangan, 2014). The correlations are typically weak, which is not so surprising considering \( N_v \) depends not on one but on all the parameters laid out in Eqs. (1) and (11). For instance eruption column height and magma discharge rates directly depend on magma decompression rates close to the surface, and melt composition partly controls parameters like water diffusivity. As discussed in previous sections, number densities should correlate well with decompression rates, though differently for different melt compositions. The calculations performed for the various eruptions examined here verify this relationship (Fig. 9a), and simple power-law expressions can be used to predict decompression rates from bubble number densities for different melt types:

\[
\frac{dP}{dt} = \left( \frac{N_v}{A \times 10^4} \right)^\frac{1}{2}
\]

(15)

where \( A \) equals 0.5(±0.35), 3(±1.8), and 15(±10) for basaltic/basaltic-andesitic, phonolitic/trachytic, and rhyolite melts respectively. This equation lumps a number of parameters into \( A \), and for more precise estimates of \( dP/dt \), the full Toramaru (2006) model (Eq. (11)) is preferred (cf. calculation spreadsheet available in the Supplementary material).

In its most basic form, mass discharge rate \( m \) is the product of volumetric flow rate \( V \) and magma density \( \rho_{magma} \). Which can be written as a function of decompression rate \( dP/dt \), pressure gradient in the conduit \( dP/dz \), and conduit radius \( r \):

\[
m = \rho_{magma} \left( \frac{dP}{dz} \right)^{-1} \frac{dP}{dt} \pi r^2
\]

(16)

If an average, constant pressure gradient \( dP/dz = 0.03 \text{ MPa m}^{-1} \) is chosen along with a bulk (i.e. melt + vesicles ± crystals) magma density \( \rho_{magma} = 1500 \text{ kg m}^{-3} \), decompression rates calculated from \( N_v \) can be used to obtain either magma discharge rate \( m \) or effective conduit radius \( r \) (assuming the other can be estimated). For the eruptions studied here, magma discharge rates are available and correlate somewhat weakly with decompression rates calculated assuming heterogeneous nucleation dominated (Fig. 9b). This observation can be better understood if one considers that conduit radius varied substantially among these eruptions. For instance, the relationship between discharge rates and decompression rates for non-Plinian basaltic eruptions works well for effective conduit radii between 1 and 10 m (Fig. 9b), which, although an oversimplification of typical basaltic fissure-style conduit geometries, are dimensionally realistic (e.g. Wilson and Head, 1981). Basaltic, phonolitic, trachytic, and rhyolitic Plinian eruptions all require larger conduits (~10–150 m) to explain the relationship between \( m \) and \( dP/dt \) observed. Two eruptions (Vesuvius 512 CE, Soufriere Hills 1997 CE) and eruption phases (phases B and C of Askja 1875 CE and units 4 and 4 of Taupo 181 CE) require conduit diameters that are unrealistically low (4–9 m). Similarly, the effective conduit diameter predicted for the 39 ka Campanian Ignimbrite (~40 m) is clearly an underestimate, even if the magma was erupted along numerous, extended but fairly narrow caldera fissures. In doing this exercise it should be noted that: (1) decompression rates calculated via \( N_v \) are likely maximum values, but magma discharge rates are integrated averages, which may explain the small conduit diameters calculated for certain eruptions; (2) changing \( dP/dz \) by a factor of 3 or the magma density \( \rho_{magma} \) by ±500 kg m\(^{-3}\) does not affect these observations significantly (Fig. 9b); and (3) assuming homogeneous instead of heterogeneous nucleation would lead to even smaller, more improbable values of conduit radius.

Despite the current uncertainties inherent to decompression rate calculations, these examples demonstrate the great potential of textural measurements such as bubble number density to retrieve physical parameters essential to characterize volcanic eruptions. Improving our ability to predict which nucleation mechanism dominates during magma ascent and apply correct values of surface tension for modeling purposes will ultimately provide volcanologists with texture-based tools to estimate ranges in magma discharge rate, conduit radius, and eruption column height. Such estimates are invaluable, particularly for pre-historical eruptions for which we possess little to no information. Physical parameters are also difficult to obtain for submarine explosive eruptions through classical field methods, and the capacity to correctly interpret and use bubble number densities could help resolve debates about eruption dynamics (e.g. Shea et al., 2013).

---

**Fig. 8.** (a) Illustration of intersection probability problems when considering small objects like Fe-Ti oxides in vesicular glass. The likelihood that a random section plane (orange) will intersect an oxide that may be located on a bubble wall is very low. (b) A 2D section through a 3D virtual pyroclast (here bubbles are spherical and are not allowed to touch/coalesce) constructed with 3500 bubbles of three sizes randomly placed within the melt along with 3500 small Fe-Ti oxides. This example highlights that far fewer oxides (noxides) will be observed on a typical thin section compared to vesicles (nvessicles) due to the size-dependence of intersection probability.
Homogeneous nucleation has been proposed to be partially responsible for magma explosivity towards the surface (Mourtada-Bonnefoi and Laporte, 1999; Mangan and Sisson, 2000). In this scenario, difficulties in nucleating bubbles without attaining large (>100 MPa) values of supersaturation would cause magmas to follow degassing paths far from equilibrium. The ensuing delay in water exsolution in turn results from large variations in magma density $\Delta \rho_{m}$ or pressure gradient $dP/dz$. Thin gray lines with gray dots report $dP/dt$ values obtained using surface tension values associated with homogeneous nucleation, while all color symbols use the heterogeneous nucleation assumption. Assuming homogeneous nucleation in calculations of $dP/dt$ leads to values that are far above estimates from other methods, including from conduit models (horizontal dashed gray line, cf. Fig. 7).

4.4. Consequences of nucleation mechanism on degassing style

Homogeneous nucleation is partially responsible for magma explosivity towards the surface (Mourtada-Bonnefoi and Laporte, 1999; Mangan and Sisson, 2000). In this scenario, difficulties in nucleating bubbles without attaining large (>100 MPa) values of supersaturation would cause magmas to follow degassing paths far from equilibrium. The ensuing delay in water exsolution in turn results from large variations in magma density $\Delta \rho_{m}$ or pressure gradient $dP/dz$. Thin gray lines with gray dots report $dP/dt$ values obtained using surface tension values associated with homogeneous nucleation, while all color symbols use the heterogeneous nucleation assumption. Assuming homogeneous nucleation in calculations of $dP/dt$ leads to values that are far above estimates from other methods, including from conduit models (horizontal dashed gray line, cf. Fig. 7).

Models based on macroscopic measurements (Eq. (12) and Bagdassarov et al., 2000) were shown here to greatly overestimate experimental surface tension values recovered from back-solving the classical nucleation equation (Eq. (1)) (cf. Fig. 4 and Hamada et al., 2010; Gardner et al., 2013). Colucci et al. (2016) recently tested more sophisticated expressions for surface tension based on gradient phase theory that reproduced macroscopic measurements adequately, and reached similar conclusions. Problems with matching estimates of interfacial
energy calculated from nucleation theory with macroscopic data are not unique to bubbles, as similar issues also impair our understanding of crystal nucleation in magmas (e.g. Hammer, 2008). Hammer (2004) suggested that perhaps the classical nucleation theory was inadequate to accurately describe crystal nucleation in silicate melts, and that interfacial energy values calculated from solving the CNT may simply amass the uncertainties and interdependencies of various parameters (i.e. a ‘fudge’ factor). Our difficulties in predicting values of surface tension for homogeneous nucleation and understanding composition-, temperature-, and pressure-dependence could therefore stem from problems with classical nucleation theory itself. Gonnermann and Gardner (2013) explored this hypothesis and found that nonclassical theory could better explain the discrepancy between macroscopic measurements and surface tension values calculated from experimental nucleation rates. While their approach may be key to understanding the tenets of homogeneous nucleation in magmas, the formalism of nonclassical nucleation currently still relies on solving for another parameter (ΔP, the “reference pressure” or the difference between the pressure inside the nucleus and pressure at the spinodal, Gonnermann and Gardner, 2013) that we cannot easily determine. Until further progress has been made to improve our predictive ability for values of surface tension for homogeneous nucleation that are well recovered by experiments, empirical fits such as Eq. (13) can be used with the classical nucleation theory as first order estimates for $\sigma_{\text{hom}}$. In practice, the CNT is better utilized to estimate supersaturation pressures required for nucleation (e.g. Fig. 5) rather than to compute rates of nucleation (e.g. Mourtada-Bonnefoi and Laporte, 2004; Cluzel et al., 2008; Hamada et al., 2010; Gardner et al., 2013).

5.2. Experimental priorities

Bubble nucleation equations are increasingly implemented within numerical models that simulate magma ascent and degassing (e.g., Gonnermann and Manga, 2013; Campagnola et al., 2016), and the great potential of using easily-obtained textural parameters to extract physical eruption parameters has been highlighted throughout this contribution. While existing gaps in variables controlling nucleation like water diffusivity/solubility, melt density, saturation pressure, temperature have been filled significantly in the last two decades, the current state of uncertainty surrounding surface tension and its derivatives (supersaturation pressures or decomposition rates) remains problematic (e.g. Figs. 4 and 6). Part of the problem lies with understanding and isolating the main variables within experimental studies. Therefore, ‘ideal’ suites of experiments should attempt to isolate a number of key factors, which I list here by their inferred order of importance:

- **The effect of magnetite**: Hurwitz and Navon (1994) and Gardner and Denis (2004) are still to date the only comprehensive examinations of heterogeneous nucleation on magnetite. Cluzel et al. (2008) found the influence of hematite to be far less significant. Future experiments should focus on resolving the pre- and post-decompression size and number distributions of magnetite (cf. Section 5.3 below) and on attempting to elucidate whether magnetite populations are already present prior to magma ascent, or whether the bulk of them form during degassing - in which case their influence on nucleation may be subdued. A key step and difficulty in performing optimum experiments involves controlling $O_2$ precisely to allow variations in oxide population characteristics to be imposed.

- **The effect of pre-decompression superliquidus treatments**: How far near or above the liquidus should the charge be hydrated to (1) best replicate natural magmas, or (2) best simulate homogeneous nucleation. Does the use of synthetic vs. natural starting material matter? These matters are likely critical in controlling nucleation but have so far not been investigated.

- **The effect of decomposition rate and style**: Several studies have highlighted differences in textures obtained via SSD, MSD and CD, and the unsuitable nature of SSD to simulate nucleation in nature (cf. Marxer et al., 2015; Fiege and Cichy, 2015). In theory, however, decompressing a melt instantly and quenching after various dwell times is the only way to determine its response to a given pressure perturbation $\Delta P$ accurately (e.g. Hammer, 2008; Shea and Hammer, 2013 in the case of crystal nucleation). Less instantaneous decompression experienced during MSD or CD runs can lead to diffusion of $H_2O$ towards the capsule-melt interface and either heterogeneous nucleation or expansion of free vapor in the capsule (e.g. Mangan and Sisson, 2000; Iacono Marziano et al., 2007; Marxer et al., 2015). Therefore, SSD experiments should still be prioritized if the objective is to quantify supersaturation pressures for nucleation and thereby effective values of surface tension. SSD, on the other hand, are not well-suited to investigate the effect of decompression rate on bubble number densities (Fig. 6), and CD should be used instead.

- **The effect of melt composition**: Gardner and Ketcham (2013) examined the potential effect of melt composition on surface tension and found no convincing relationship, contrary to the compilation presented herein (Fig. 4) and other studies (Mangan et al., 2004; Gardner and Ketcham, 2011). In their study, melt temperature was set at 1150–1200 °C to isolate the effects of temperature from those of composition. In doing so, melts with lower liquidus temperatures (rhyolite, dacite, trachyte) experienced superliquidus treatments that could have impacted their pre-decompression structure to a greater extent compared to the less evolved melts with higher liquidus (basalt, phonolitephire). Compositional dependence, or lack thereof, therefore requires experimental confirmation, possibly by subjecting melts to pre-decompression temperatures at similar values of superheating $\Delta T = T - T_{\text{liquidus}}$ rather than the same temperature, at the risk of not isolating the effects of temperature itself. As argued below, absolute temperature effects on surface tension are likely less easily tractable than other factors listed here.

- **The effect of other volatile species**: Herein, $H_2O$ was inferred to control final bubble number densities measured in pyroclasts. This assumption is valid for melts that are mostly water-saturated, particularly rhyolites (e.g. Chaiten, Soufriere Hills, Novarupta, Taupo, Mazama), but debatable for other less evolved magmas that often contain more $CO_2$ or $SO_2$ (Etna 122 BCE, Kilauea eruptions, Stromboli). For instance, increases in bubble number densities were recently reported in decomposition experiments involving $SO_2$-rich andesite melts (Fiege et al., 2014). The effect of adding low $CO_2$ contents (few tens of ppm) to a mostly water-saturated melt seems to be restricted to retarding bubble growth once nucleation has occurred (e.g. Gonnermann and Houghton, 2012). At higher concentrations (>800 ppm), $CO_2$ appears to cause further delays for homogeneous nucleation, requiring larger $\Delta P_{\text{ex}}$ (Mourtada-Bonnefoi and Laporte, 2002). For Stromboli or Hawaiian basaltic eruptions involving initially $CO_2$-rich magmas, shallow $H_2O$ exsolution provides the main drive for explosive activity ($H_2O$ constitutes 80 mol% by volume of the total exsolved gas) (Gerlach, 1986; Mangan et al., 1993), therefore the influence of $CO_2$ on pyroclast bubble number densities is likely minor. A critical unknown in the few existing studies involving $CO_2$ (Mourtada-Bonnefoi and Laporte, 1999, 2002; Pichavant et al., 2013) is whether changes in nucleation behavior are driven by the presence of $CO_2$ itself or by the undersaturated nature of the melt with respect to $H_2O$. To better understand the role of other volatiles on bubble nucleation, experiments should also focus on isolating the effect of $H_2O$ undersaturation (i.e. a melt that only contains $H_2O$, but below saturation level) from that of introducing other species (i.e. a melt that contains the same amount of $H_2O$ mixed with another volatile species), as was done by Fiege and others (2014) for $H_2O$ and $SO_2$.

- **The effect of temperature**: The true effect of temperature on surface tension may be the most difficult to isolate from other variables, since temperature probably controls pre-decompression melt structure/homogeneity, in addition to water solubility, diffusivity, and melt viscosity. Gardner and Ketcham (2011) investigated
temperature dependence of surface tension for rhyolite between 775 °C and 1080 °C, and proposed a complex behavior where temperature effects equaled those measured by Bagdassarov et al. (2000) at low viscosities (~7 × 10^{-4} N m^{-1} η for η < 10^4 Pa s) but failed to obey any relationship at higher viscosities. Future experiments focused on less viscous basaltic-andesitic or basaltic melts could help circumvent this viscosity problem whilst allowing for a wide range of temperatures to be investigated (e.g. 1000–1300 °C).

5.3. Exploring the submicron scale

The lack of direct observations of the initial stages of nucleation significantly hampers our understanding of how clusters of atoms become a nucleus. Whereas Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM) has been used extensively in engineered materials to image crystal nuclei at the atom scale (Riello et al., 2001; Dargaud et al., 2011; Höche, 2010; Patzig et al., 2012), similar investigations are still lacking in the fields of magma crystallization/vesiculation. Earlier studies of Schlinger et al. (1991), Besson and Poirier (1994), Sharp et al. (1996) illustrated the potential of detailed TEM analysis to examine micro-to-nanoscale crystals in volcanic rocks, including Fe-Ti oxides; since then, however, few efforts have attempted to identify crystal- or bubble-forming clusters. Frontier TEM investigations imaging combined with structural information obtained by spectroscopy techniques (XANES, microRaman, TEM-EELS) have the potential to resolve critical questions pertaining to the critical cluster size and shape, as well as the structural changes that the melt needs to undergo during a given phase transition (e.g. Hu et al., 2005; Bhattacharyya et al., 2009). Due to its large density contrast with most surrounding phases, magnetite can also be easily detected and imaged by 3D by X-ray microtomography down to sizes ~200 nm (e.g. Gualda et al., 2010; Einsle et al., 2016). Moreover, owing to its unique magnetic properties, magnetite can be fully characterized down to sizes of a few nm within pyroclasts using a variety of magnetism experiments (Schlinger et al., 1988; W orm and Jackson, 1999). Combining these direct measurements of oxide and silicate glass properties will be essential to appreciate (1) the nature of the nucleus-melt interface ( abruptly, which is the assumption adopted in the CNT, or diffuse, the basis of non-classical theory), (2) the influence of the structural state of the melt on nucleation, and (3) how pervasive and small Fe-Ti oxides really are in natural and experimental melts.

6. Conclusions

Bubble nucleation is a fundamental aspect of magma ascent and volcanism, yet its homogeneous or heterogeneous character in natural magmas remains to be established. Through tests of the nucleation theory and other rate-meters based on nucleation models expose important inconsistencies with the assumption of homogeneous nucleation. Supersaturation pressures for homogeneous nucleation are in some cases close to or even larger than the inferred storage pressure, and decompression rates attain values that are unrealistically high. The idea that magma degassing is altogether delayed by the high super-
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